H

appy
Holidays
from South Texas!
As the holidays
have approached us all over
the conference, I can only
hope that you spend them
surrounded by friends and
family as well as our brothers
and
sisters
in
law
enforcement. On behalf of
my wife and me, we hope
that you had a great Thanksgiving and would like to wish you all a
Merry Christmas and a very happy new year.
As many of you know, the license plate project had a rocky start but
I am happy to report that they are now actively available for
purchase. They are available for motorcycles, trailers, passenger
vehicles and any other piece of equipment that requires a Texas plate.
The proceeds from this project will go to the Texas Flag Fund out of
Austin, Texas. It is a great charity that benefits us all in a law
enforcement. If you are interested, you can download the updated
application found at texasonline.GOV and look for the VTR 415
form. Some counties in Texas are requiring for you to have your
membership card available and others are not requiring anything. If
your current plate is less than two years old, you may be required to
turn it in if it is not a specialty plate already. We have to sell 800
registrations in order to get the investment amount of $8000 so that
the chapters who contributed and donated to this project as well as
those individuals who graciously contributed to this charity, get their
money back as soon as possible.
As the winter season approaches, please be careful out there and

dress appropriately. I picked up a new assignment until next
November where I am working a day shift and I get the weekends off.
I will try to do my best to get out a little more now that I have more
time to play with. If you are still interested in going to the RGC in
2018, do not delay in getting your registration done in time. On that
note, if you plan on attending the International convention in Stone
Mountain, Georgia in July, please submit that as soon as possible, too.
Also, please get a chance to look at your corporate email accounts. If
you have any issues, please get with me so that we can work together
and resolve this communication glitch.
As always, it has been an honor and a pleasure serving as your
Chairman. I look forward to meeting each and every one of you in the
near future. Should you need anything at all, you can reach me at the
corporate email account and I will get back to you as soon as possible.
You can also reach me on my personal line 956-645-0469. Enjoy your
holiday season and Ride With PRIDE!
Tony Cabrera
RGC Chairman

A

s we know, winter is here
and for some is us it's time
to garage the motorcycles
for a while. However, if you live in
South Texas that's not the case. I
know that the weather has been
different and this year we got snow. I,
for one, have never seen snow falling
and I enjoyed it. I want to wish you
and your family a Merry CHRISTmas
and a Happy New Year on behalf of
my family and me.
Jose 'Joker' Torres
Rio Grande Conference Secretary

Winter, already? Some will continue riding through the season, while
others will only get to daydream about it. Either way, stay safe.
The Newsletter is still here, but I'd really like to see more
contributions. You do not have to be a Chapter officer to submit
something to be considered for publication. I'd be interested in some
technical content, such as some maintenance tips, product
recommendations, etc... I will review anything you'd like to send me.
Starting this issue, you will find a four-part story by TX XLVI's very
own Scott "Shrug" Wilson. Several years ago Scott and his mother
rode "Hester" to the Pacific Northwest. Scott has generously offered

[with some arm-twisting] to share their story; he's really a great writer,
and there's photos to boot!
Enjoy, and - Ride With Pride, y'all
Steven Epstein
RGC Newsletter Editor
rgcnews@outlook.com

A

s a boy I always loved to watch ducks fly down and land on
water. They came in so fast, then at the last moment put
their feet forward like skis and gracefully nestled on the
water. I asked my older brother why they did it that way and he joked,
"Because if they didn't put their feet forward they would Quack UP".
In my previous articles I gave you
the reasons and percentages of how
and why most motorcycle accidents
occur. Today I'm going to share
with you WHERE. The National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration has concluded that,
"Roughly half of all motorcycle
accidents
occur
at
traffic
intersections". If you take into
account all of the reasons for
motorcycle accidents, this tells us
that intersections are the single most likely
place for us to be involved in a motorcycle
accident. Successfully and safely
Harry "Tink" Beil
making it through an intersection
entails paying attention as you
approach the intersection, stopping without falling over, and
proceeding through the intersection without striking, or being struck
by another vehicle. Seems easy enough....
Of all the riding skills, the slow speed maneuvers and stopping, seem
to give me the most problems. It is at these last seconds as the bike
slows to a stop and my feet hit the ground that I feel the most
vulnerable and unsteady. As long as the bike was motoring down the
road I was fine, but my greatest apprehension always came as I was
approaching a stop at an intersection. Then I changed the way I
looked at intersections and I remembered my flying duck friends.
Intersections are, in effect, a pond for ducks to land upon. I am
approaching on a specific glide path, I must watch for a clear approach
void of predators and other dangers on the landing area in-front of
me, and I must get my feet down and slightly out in front of me just at
the right moment to ensure I come to a stable stop.

Any omissions are unintended. Please
contact rgcnews@outlook.com with
corrections.

TINK TIP: (Approach and Stopping at Intersections):
1. Line up the lane you wish to stop in, watching for vehicles traveling
in your same direction making last second lane changes and cutting
into your path. You'll be slowing down and won't be able to make
sudden adjustments at this lower speed without destabilizing and
either falling or hitting something. This means, slow down early,
avoiding last second braking.
2. Now focus ahead on the spot on the roadway where you intend to
stop. There will almost always be a dark slippery oily line about a
foot wide and several feet long directly in the middle of your lane
right at the intersection stop line. Stay to the left of this line if at all
possible. You stay left because you brake with your right foot, and
you put your left foot down first. If you stop to the right of this oil
line you will put your left foot down on this oil line, and are more
likely to slip and fall to your left. Use either both the front and rear
brakes to slow on your approach, or just the rear brake, but NEVER
use just the front brake during slow speed maneuvers and stops. The
use of your front brake only during slow speed maneuvers can cause
the front tire to pull right or left and you will fall.
3. Down-shift before you get to the intersection. If you need power
to make an evasive maneuver and haven't done so you will destabilize
as you try to maneuver and will likely fall. You must have power in
slow speed maneuvers to keep the bike upright. Even if you have to
drag the rear brake, rev the engine, and milk the clutch holding the
bike back. I can not overstate how important practicing this
maneuver is. It is the basis for all slow speed maneuvers and your
ability to remain upright during these maneuvers. Practice this upon
approaching stops, see how long your can stay upright before putting
that left foot down. It will amaze you how handy this skill is.
4. Put your "Best Foot Forward". This is ALWAYS your left foot.
Why? Because you need to keep your right foot on that rear brake to
control your deceleration. Just like my duck buddy, extend that left
foot out, with your heel down, and toes up, and leg extended forward.
What you are doing is allowing your heel down first to avoid rolling
your foot back behind you. You are then allowing the front of your
foot to come to rest on the roadway just before the bike comes to a
stop. You and your bike will then move slightly farther forward, and
this allows your bike to catch up with your foot. Thus, you don't get
your foot behind you, and you come to a perfectly timed stop with
your left leg in line with your body. Since you've just completely
stopped, now you can put your right foot down as well.
There are other issues of safety at intersections; I'll cover some of
these in the future. But for now, again, keep your head on a swivel,
watch for dangers around you, practice your slow speed manuvers
and stops, and remember... Do your best not to Quack Up!
Harry Beil
RGC Safety Officer
TX-XXXIX / Dallas Police Retired

If you have events you'd like listed, please
send details to rgcnews@outlook.com

"As a Blue Knight, I pledge to act with
honor and pride to promote motorcycling
and motorcycle safety by being an example
of the safe use, operation and enjoyment
of motorcycles. I will work at all times to
improve the relationship between the
motorcycling law enforcement community
and the general public. The fraternal spirit
will always guide me in relating to other
Blue Knights."

Chapter e-mail addresses are in the form of
[ST]+[NUM]@blueknights.org. E.g., ARII can be reached
at AR2@blueknights.org.
Please let me know if you find errors.

- Editor

A

lthough it's December, members of Texas II took a 350 mile weekend ride. Some spent the time in Corpus
Christi and rode home the next day. Along the way they stopped on the side of the road and were quickly
approached by a Deputy who turned out to be a fellow Blue Knights brother.

On Thursday, December 14, 2017
members of Blue Knights Texas II
took Blue Santa on a police
escorted ride to visit the Cameron
County foster kids. The kids knew
Santa was arriving thanks to the
overhead lights and sirens on the
units, wailing as they rode in. The
kids were very happy to receive
toys from Santa.

On December 20th, members of Texas II adopted two less fortunate families from the McAllen, Texas area and
bought them gifts for CHRISTmas. The families were also treated to dinner at Peter Piper Pizza where the kids
spent time playing and having fun with the members present. At the end the members and wives were thanked and
given big hugs by the kids.
Jose 'Joker' Torres

T

exas XLVI welcomes new
Member, Richard Robertson. with
over two decades of service,
Richard is retired and he is a Reserve
Officer. Glad to have you. Several
members bought new bikes, and TX
XLVI continues to ride often through the
mild season, including:
October 7, we had a
group ride to Carpenter's Bluff Bridge, North of Sherman, TX. The bridge
had been open for one-way traffic for many years, but has recentely closed
to all but foot traffic crossing from Oklahoma into Texas [Why would
anyone go the other way?]. There is a new bridge nearby to handle the
traffic. We typically ride to Huck's Catish in Denison, after we walk the
bridge, and this ride was no different - some of the best Catfish in N. TX!
October 18, Bike night at Charlie's Burgers & Street Tacos in Rockwall.
October 20, Tyler, TX for BBQ at Stanley's Famous Pit BBQ - "Tin Man"
says, "This place is a must, you won't find any BBQ any better..."
November 1, Daddy Rex's Twisted BBQ in Anna, TX - it's close to home,
but there's some really nice back roads to get us there.
November 10-12, Queen Wilhelmina Lodge in Arkansas, where several
members spent the chilly weekend riding the Talimena roads and visiting
sites in and around the Talemina State Park.

November 19, TX XLVI
was well reptesented at the
MotorCops for Kids Toy
Run, sponsered by Dallas
HD, Hella Shriners, and
others - This ride always
has a great turn-out, and is
a regular event for us.
December 2, The Mesquite
Santa-Cop Toy Parade,
sponsored by Mesquite PD
and others, is a great
charity event and always
has a good turn-out. We
try to ride this event every
year.
December 1, Returned to 4T's BBQ in Forney, TX - If you haven't
eaten here, it's worth the ride!
December 13, Again to 4T's BBQ in Forney, TX - There's a pattern,
here, if you look for it...
To keep up the tradition, TX XLVI plans another New Year's Day
Ride on Jan. 1, 2018! We like to get started early and keep the rides
going throughout the year! Just hope for no ice!!!
Chapter President Rick Caillet presented Recruiter's Award Certificates
during our October 20 and Nov. 16 meetings, for recruitment efforts
during 2017.

Recruit. Award to Bryan "Boz" Bosworth
Our December meeting was short. We elected/re-elected Directors.
Congratulations to Jeff "Coyote" Welch, Eric "Offroad" Fegraeus, and Gary "Stargeezer" Grant. We adjourned
early so that we could get our Christmas Party on! We always get a large turn-out for this event; its great to see
XLVI family who don't get to make the regular meetings. Thanks to Peggy "MsFixIt" and the other Knight's Ladies
for handling the decorations - the place looked very Christmassy - there was even mistletoe! Our own Gary

"Stargeezer" Grant arranged for a couple tables full of "door prizes", including a bottle of that sought after "Blue
Knight's" batch of Booker's Whiskey - taken home by VP Michael "Ghost" Jones. There were lots of ball caps,
including one with pink trim won by Herb "Yankee" Podina, but Herb wasn't sure he could pull off wearing Pink;
Stargeezer is confident enough to wear pink, and
offered to trade. One member made off with
several bottles of "Military Special" booze, and
others took away air compressors, flashlights,
stainless travel cups, and lots more. After the door
prizes, we played our annual "Chinese Gift
Exchange" game [There's lots of other names for
it.] We all pick numbers and go in order to choose
a wrapped gift from the pile everyone contributed
to. If the next player wants a previouly opened gift,
he or she can "steal" it, or they can pick another from the pile. A gift is "frozen" when it gets to the third
possession. There were some "interesting" fun gifts, this year, including "Butt Pucker" hot sauce, "You Sexy B---h"
bath bombs [congrat's to President Rick "Tin Man" Caillet], "Get to da choppa" T-shirt [Pat "Cannon" Hannon],
and an industrial-size package of dog poop baggies. There were some highly coveted gifts, as well, including a bottle
of tequila, metal motorcycle art, and a two-pack of
H-D denim Christmas stockings. On a side note, if
you see a Harley rider wearing Blue Knight colors,
and a tiny black nightie, please show him some
professional courtesy and look the other way - which
will probably be your first instinct, anyway. The
homemade chocolate, and egg-nog fudges were
terrific treats from Tonya Wilson, and Jim Grissom's
slide show helped
us relive the past
year in pics.
The new Blue Knights
license plates are showing
up, and some of TX XLVI
have gotten choice personalizations...
Have a great start to the New Year! Ride With
Pride, Ya'll!
Steven "The Joker" Epstein
Secretary, BKTX XLVI, Rowlett, TX

I learned many things from my mom over the years. Among them is
the sage advice "Never make a promise you can't or don't intend to
keep."
My mother has always been many things to many people. As a single
parent raising three children, she worked hard to give her family a sense
of stability and to instill confidence in each of us. She accomplished
these while working full time, earning two college degrees, and
eventually becoming a successful entrepreneur. As a kid, I remembered
vividly that when mom made a commitment - a promise - she kept it.
These attributes undoubtedly contributed to her amassing a collection
of loyal friends all over the country.
One of those friends runs a no kill animal shelter in a small town called Oak Harbor on Whidbey Island,
Northwest of Seattle, Washington. Mom fell in love with the island and eventually bought a small get away place
there. A retreat such as this offers an abundance of friends when you need them while providing the solitude so
many of us crave when it's needed. To her, it was heaven on Earth. She told me once that when she crossed the
bridge over Deception Pass into Oak Harbor, she felt like she was home.
As an adult, I can look back and recognize how much mom struggled financially. Likewise, I can look back and
remember not noticing a sense of financial struggle at home. We had clothes for school, lunch money, and Santa
Clause and the Easter Bunny always came. Only as an adult can I put the pieces together to recognize and
appreciate how she struggled.
Despite the financial struggles, she somehow managed to buy me a dirt bike for my 13th birthday and over the
years, I became hooked on motorcycling. I rode and raced dirt bikes with my sons and have had my motorcycle
license for 40 years. None of the bikes I had were ever made for comfort, much less long distance touring. Finally, I
picked up a ride comfortable enough for a long haul. I spent considerable time and money preparing the new bike
for a long ride up for two. See, Mom had asked me to take her to Whidbey someday. I now had a way to keep that
promise. Mom's birthday is July 26th. I thought it fitting that I would ride across the Deception Pass bridge with
her on her birthday. It's 2,200 miles from Dallas to Oak Harbor.
We leave July 23rd. Details daily as I ride.
Fuzzy alarm clock digits faded into view. A moment later, the alarm blasts an AM talk radio replay of a taped
interview with some unknown, self absorbed art critic whining about government cuts in arts funding. It’s normal
for my biological clock to awaken me just before my alarm sounds. In fact, I can usually just tell myself when I need
to wake up and an alarm clock isn’t even needed. I do that for work all
the time, but today is far more important than work, so I set the alarm. I
sprang out of bed like a kid on Christmas morning and slapped the
button to silence the alarm clock.
My plan was to hit the road by five am and I was on track. I’ve always
been an early riser. It’s probably hereditary. My mom was often in her
office by 5am. After forcing down some vitamins and a breakfast bar, I
verified the bike was properly loaded, cargo secured, and otherwise
ready to go.

My bike is a 2010 Scarlett red Harley Davidson Road Glide that I aptly
named “Hester”. Nathaniel Hawthorne would be proud. I had spent a
few months and more than a few dollars installing performance and
comfort upgrades on Hester just for this trip. The newly rebuilt seat
from Mean City Cycles with memory foam in the driver and passenger
sections was far more comfortable than the stock Harley padding. The
WheelDock center stand I installed makes loading gear and passengers
much easier. I added rear speakers from HogTunes to the tour pack for
better rider and passenger music during those long stretches of highway
where no one wants to talk, even to themselves.
I had packed almost everything up last night, so once mom was on board, I saddled up for a long days ride and hit
the road. I can usually go 250 miles on a tank of gas, which makes for a comfort/gas stop every few hours or so.
This is a pace that should be tolerable at most any age.
The ride from Dallas to Denver would be a long one, with very little scenery to note until we approached the
Denver area and got into the mountains. I considered various route
options, but I was leery of construction delays in Texas that would
result in hours in single lane stop-and-go traffic. Riding a motorcycle
across Texas in late July heat is a taxing proposition for a rider at any
age. Mom had already been through some pretty extreme heat back in
March and being from Texas, my blood is relatively thin. I didn’t
anticipate any physiological issues as long as gas stops were also
hydration stops. Yesterday, I called local Harley dealers in the cities
along the route to find out about road construction and conditions and
didn’t get any bad news. I took the most scenic route that Texas offers,
which is about as scenic as a bar code and every bit as interesting.
This ride gave me an opportunity to test my new helmet comm gear. I’m very happy with the Cardo G4 headset.
Bluetooth telephone audio was clear on both ends, even with the face open and shield up on my Shark Evoline
helmet. I would normally never be interested in my cell phone when I ride, but traveling 14 hours on pretty much
flat land made even work conversations appealing. My GPS downloads my phone's address book and displays the
inbound caller’s name and if I accept, it passes the phone Bluetooth audio to the Cardo headset in my helmet. I
can dial from the phone book using the large GPS touch screen.
I was at a gas stop in the thriving metropolis of Amarillo, Texas when a yellow bus pulled up the other side of the
pump island. It was a short yellow bus, but the passengers were all adults from a home for special needs. They were
falling all over themselves in excitement over seeing my bike as they poured out of the bus. They gathered around
me and I felt like Richard Dryfuss when the bald little aliens surrounded him at the end of Close Encounters of
the Third Kind. Only these aliens were tall and most of them (men and women) needed a shave. One of them
eagerly reached out to shake my hand. As I reached out to him, a female chaparone yelled out “No, Reggie!
“Elbows only. ELBOWS ONLY!” He stopped and held out his right elbow. Confused but not wanting to show it, I
extended my elbow and we did an elbow bump. He laughed and walked back to the bus. I looked over at another
rider (who was traveling the opposite direction but just happened to be there gassing up when I was) and shrugged
my shoulders. A male chaperon from the bus looked over at me gesturing his semi-closed fist up and down and
said, “He masturbates constantly; day and night”. How the hell do you respond to that? I held up my right elbow,
pointed at it, and winked.
The rest of the trip was pretty boring compared to that. I got a chance to play with the time lapse feature on my
video camera. I'll have fun with that tomorrow in the Rockies. I caught a little rain in New Mexico, but most of it
evaporated before it hit the ground. It made for nice, cool temperatures though. I caught steady rain in Colorado

and pulled over to suit up in my rain gear. Of course, it took me longer to don the gear than I actually spent in the
rain. Within minutes, I found myself riding in 100 degree temps with a sweat suit on, so I pulled over again, stuffed
the rain gear into my saddle bag, and swigged a 5-Hour energy shot. Other than catching rush hour traffic in
Colorado Springs, the trip was pretty quick paced. I snaked my way through traffic and rode under the hotel
overhang. Dismounting from Hester was almost as painful as it was relieving. I unpacked my gear and headed in
for a much needed evening of sleep.

The Winter issue of Sword & Shield looks like a good one! There's reviews of the 2018 Honda Goldwing - with
major changes, and the 2018 Indian Chieftan Limited. A story about "Restoring Old Bikes". Another about "Speed
Week" at the Bonneville Salt Flats. And much more:

